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THE CROMWELL ASSOCIATION was founded in 1935 by the late Rt. Hon.
Isaac Foot and others to help to preserve the memory of Oliver Cromwell, the
great puritan statesman, and to encourage study of the history of the Commonwealth protectorate and its leaders. It is not a political organisation and its
aims are principally historical and antiquarian. The Association has at present
over 300. members. It is anxious to extend its membership in order to widen
its influence and increase its work.
Since the Association has come into existence it has:r. Put up commemorative tablets at Dunbar, Edgehill, Naseby, Preston, Worcester, the Huntingdon Grammar School, and elsewhere, to mark the sites of
Cromwell's victories or famous episodes in his career.

2. Helped -to constitute a Cromwellian Museum at present housed in the Old
Grammar School, Huntingdon. It arranges for lectures to be given, leaflets
issued,. etc.", as required on Cromwellian subjects:
3. Established an Annual Service held on September 3rd each year, by Cromwell's Statue outside the Houses of Parliamt:;nt, when the address is given by
a distinguished Cromwellian.
4.. Formed a non-profit making company ·to own and care for Cromwellian
pictures and relics given or bequeathed to the Association.

5. The Association has also formed a small reference library from which books
can be borrowed on written application, enclosing postage, from the Hon.
Secretary, to whom communications a_nd enquiries can be made.

The minimum annual subscription is 10/-.
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(This essay won the first award under the Essay Competition arrnngild b)• tho
Cromwell Association for students,of,th~ :YI},ixer_~i~y,g1J:!¥~ Anglia.)
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In English historiography 'the idea of a Protestant foreign pohcy may be referred
to the concept of Oliver, Cromwell's diplomacy asilJeing ~~spired ~91:~. i:?Y religious
than by commercial or:geo-poli.tica!consideration.s. As stc1ch ~~.~rnplies condemnation. With· the eccentric exception of CarlY,le, ,h_istoria!'IS_.wri,ting,~~nc:_(: ~he middle
part of the nineteenth century .h_aye calledrCromwel!'s foreigQ_ ppli~y:Protestant
principally.as an· aid to pointing out, ·?tnd,.explaining;~ts. defi_y!e!!ci~s . .f_his interpretation has had for its.theme _t)l.~a~1Crqmwell's view of the European situation
was anachronistically orien_tated towarqsAh~t of Eli.zabeth~s_ d?-y,_ oi:;<~t}e<l;St of the
Thirty Years' War, when religious 1antipathies were more relevant to national
interests. In consequence the words 'Elizabethan' or 'anachronistic' have been
used here as virtual'. synonyms fon'Protestant'. Gardiner,_made the identification
explicitly: "His mind still worked on the ·lines of the Elizabethan period, when the
cha'mpionship ·of Protestantism wa.S imposed on Englishmen by interest as well as
by di.ity:" 1 The· idea Is that Crcimw'ell,:pursuing this 'chimera'.!';was led to neglect
real problems such as the trade-rivalry of the Dutch and the danger of French
doz'uinat.ion" J the 1 ~oniine~t:Y-for I in"volvement'I in Ia'. Spa'nisli 'war ·~destructive 'of
Ei'iglish~~oilu-4erc~/ a~d 1 alliance'twith' France detrimental !to lthe balarn;:e of
power.' Proi!i'g~ists"'~f 't!i~1 ~iew~'have}al~o[been ,able. t? apply lit to Cromwell's
attitude 'iO'BaHicraffaiiS::his'insistence·that theLmain trouble there was caused by
Imperial aii:ibiti()'~S;iii.S·ra;t
al~~t:holictconspiracy'·to ;ex_tirpate Protestantism,
impelling "him? to 1 att~mptrto~forin fa-·Protestantlleague against' the Habsburgs
analogous to those of the sixteenth and early seventee'nth centuries; so, again, his
apparent inability to, distinguish Charles X 9f Swe~en from Gus~avus Adolphus
blinded him-to: th~ positio~· 1 as it'really-was;"Sweden'not Atistria 1 being now the
main threat to stability in lhe area. Several assumptions are implicit in the theory
1
- that"C~hrw~ii'!i' Prot~tantisin• w'as"~f an orcier 1that pe-rmittecPhim' to 'subordir;at~- hit ~o~rii~Y's inter~ts 'io 1some other-wO-rldly end; or;:·ait~r_n~tively,- that
he mistakenly thought th~ t~o 'could 'stil( be'recoiiciled,1 that while he 'could effect
a reasonable conjunction or compromise betweef\ ~spiritual zeal and worldly
1
1
wisdom
at'. h~~~
a ~iffii.i~~
~~~i~tioi"esc~p~d
him 'abroact';'
,finally, 'th~t he
,,-~
~,'
·1.11.>')~ '~.- ""(•t" , l l ) .
·•
'Y~)
r~.-n t·I .·! '\n .. ...., ......... ~,~
did corrumt errors ofJudgement m foreign affairs of a kmd which require some such
explanation. It is the intention i'{i"this··~~ay"to'"'c1~estibn 'the\~alidifY;' iri. its own
ter:ms, of t~e whole argl!-~e.1:1~ 1 ~u1~ prppo~;;,,inst~~~ tJiat ,th~J~i~ ~:~~ P~ot,esfa~t
foreign, policy ,may l!est..J?.e, undi;rs!?.~~ 1t<?,, hl1':e, b_een, co°:c~11,v_e4 1 ,.,<;i;i.d to s?me
extent practised, exac_tly as its. chief exponen~ ~la~~ed an hi_~-P.l!lil!,c 1 ~c~io1~ we.re:
"if any whosoever thmk the mterest of Chnst1ans and the mterest of the nat10n
inconsistent; Lwish my, soul_m!ly,11e':C::!..~~!~r. in!_OJ~~eir s~cre_ts.._1• :• •~~~upop.
these two interests, if.God ,shall,acq~ll!:'!.P!.l'..l~Y.P.~!h,y_, I,s.~all }iv; ~~d ,e;h~; 1 A~d I
must say, if I were to give an account before a greater tribunal than any earthly
one, and if I were asked why I have engaged !in ~lc;:u:ig .ill .t~e la.te :wa.r,} ~?~~c;I give
no answer but it would l;>e a wicked one, ifit 1i,d not,c~l!-'P:'-'.~hc:;}~d thess,t~.~ e~d~." 3
. . . "ifit did not comprehend these two ends.,, ,'.',;-;-;;,h.O\Y,<:~¥.l.d,9r.~mwe,l! think
that his war with Spain was justifiable in this way? Here is the major difficulty in
reconciling these words with his; actions.· Allow,· as most of his modern critics ?o,
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that he•envisaged·the expedition to Hispaniola 'as conveniently:agreeable to the
requirements· of profit ·and piety· and' patriotism;, the <interesting question arises
why; when .the project met with disaster;' he per5isted iJ!·,a :war whic:h most
historians have· thought to be ill-advised. 4 To say .• that he was "on this· point a
belated Elizabethan" 5 is not an answer; at best it pushes the proble~ back a stage:
instead part of the solution may be found in reconsidering what was involved.in
the confiict."•The beginning of the commission of General -Venables 6 presents
the' official· English view: ·"Whereas .we· ·are ·resolved through the·· blessing
o( God, to sendf an army into America,- for securing and increasing .the
_interest of this commonwealth in those parts, and. for opposing; weakening,, and
destroying that of the Spaniards, who· under a ·pretence of the pope's donati?n
dairris all. that part of the world, as belonging unto him, and thereupon hath not
only exercised inhuman cruelties upon the natives, and prohibited all other nations
to·ha~e·-any frade,-,c~mmerce, or correspondence \\'ith those parts; ·but :hath;
contrary to the Jaws of all nations, by force of arms,· expelled the people of these
islands from· several places· in America, whereof they were the rightful possessors,
destroying and mu~dering many of.their men, and leading others into captivity;
and doth still continue all 'manner of acts of hostility upon us, and the people
aforesaid·in~those parts,·as against'ope~ and professed enemies; thereby threaten:
ing .the ruin and destruction of·the English plantations in those parts, when ·he
shall,:have'opportunity,Sor the same.'"It was bot all just verbiage - even the
seemingly empty phrase.'-' ;1. · .'..resolved· through the blessing of God" was possibly
significant in the context of the breakdown of negotiations: was Cromwell thinking
England had again•been.meddling·'.~with anan·accursed thing"? Whether so or
notrhe had•proposed;on this, as. cin that previous occasion, quite reasonable terms
for"an accommodation; reasonableness' obscured by th'e Spanish ambassador's famous
complai~t·that his master's two i;yes were being asked for. 7 Trade to the Spanish
Indies'was'not really in•question: what was demanded-was freedom of access to
English settlements· iwthe West Indies 8 - and' the refusal· of this is the major
g'rievance referred to in Venables' commissio·n_.~As•for the question of religious
·toleration for E!1glish merchants·residing in Spain, there was nothing revolutionary in the proposal: the nineteenth article of the Anglo-Spanish treaty of 1630 had
made provision for the discreet exercise of, Protestant worship; l the problem was
what· constituted ;discretion and who was to determine whether its bounds had
been,exce°eded: Cromwell's request for the omission·of the words "modo ne dent
scandali'.tm'.~ from the· concessionary clause was only an attempt at regularising a
situation' productive of difficulties and misunderstandings. In·implicitly suggesting
that ·the English•should•be'arbiters in their own cause, he·was after all being no
inore obdurate than the Spanish were in insisting on the Inquisition retaining the
function: 1the ·English •merchants had no financial· interest in ·being scandalous;
arguably· the Inquisition had in judging them to be such. If this was a narrowly
Protcitant policy," it was not in any case peculiar·to Cromwell:·the pro-Spanish
Merchant'Adventur'ers made•coinplete freedom of.worship a condition of their
residence in' Bruges •in' September' I 649, 9 the! Council. of State - not then
dominated by.Cromwell's party- complained in March•1651 of the Inquisition's
molesting:English1irierchants at ·Malaga; 10 and,:in· November 1652, the Rump
had inch.idea an article extending the existing· toleration iri the draft of a commer,
ciat treaty "offered to Cardenas. 11 There seell!.5 little reason ;therefore, to suppose
Cromwell insatiable or.extraordinary in his·requirements of Spain; the freedoms
sought were ·moderate; ·limited and quite consistent with ·God's and England's
interest:S; as' even· the opponents -of.the ·Spanish "War ·saw them to -be. Their
immoderate rejection might have' been eno·ugh1.to pr.ecipitate:an adventure.like the
West ·Indies 1 expedition even· if an agreeinent 'with the· Spanish was ultimately
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being sought - there is a possible analogy here with the gunboat diploomcy
which reduced Portugal to terms. This last however would presuppose that war
in Europe was· not apprehended as a likely consequence, which is at variance witl1
the extravagant expressions in Venables' orders, Bla.ke's instructions vis-a-vis
Portugal being tied more closely to the issue of the negotiations then in progress
with that country. Gardiner, and many historians have followed him, assumed
Cromwell to have been captivated by the idea of a separate war in tpe Indies,
something he found quite inexplicable, except on the assumption of "his admiration for Elizabethan methods which led him to suppose that the existing Spanish
Government would be as ready as that of Philip II to put up with a system which
kept peace in Europe whilst war was being waged in America." 12 This exegesis
requires some modification. In the first place there was more room for doubt
about the outcome than hindsight allows for. There was a precedent - more
recent than Elizabeth's activities - for assuming aggressive action would not
necessarily entail formal war: the English conquest of parts of French America
and Blake's attack on the French fleet sent to succour Dunkirk in 1652. True there
was then a naval war and a trade embargo, but perhaps Spain was too preoccupied
to resent an injury in this way? Sir Benjamin Wright writing to Thurloe from
Madrid in April 1655 13 thought an attack on Hispaniola would lead to war, 'though
not one south of the equator, unless ."they find themselves here so weak, and so
environed with enemies on all sides, that they must pass by and put up any thing
that you will do against them." Nor was it a desperate hope: Spain was very much
in this position, as witness Philip !V's humiliating necessity to keep on good terms
with the Dutch. 14 James Wilson from Cadiz about the same time 15 told Cromwell
that an attempt on the \Vest Indies would not be provocative "so far as may be
judged by the disposition of these people", if Cuba and the "galleons" were left
alone. Probably the general view was that war was likely, but not inevitable, and
that it was the scale and objectives of the attack which made it so, rather than its
official character. ·since the whole operation was meant to rely heavily upon the
surprise factor the government could scarcely canvass this sort of opinion when it
was relevant: it is significant only as shewing that a separate war policy, if mistaken, was not ludicrously inapposite. Indeed long after real war began Lord
Jermyn imagined that Cromwell and Spain were in treaty, which "gives some
apprehension of an agreement between them, that may import, that the war
beyond the line should induce no consequence of a breach on this side", and
involve instead an alliance in Europe against France and the Stuarts. 16 More
important than this question - which is basically not susceptible of resolution is how far the likelihood of war with Spain was taken into consideration when the
West Indies expedition was decided upon. There is no real evidence that Cromwell
was unduly surprised by the Spanish reaction. Thurloe merely states 17 that
"0. himself was for a war with Spain, at .least in the West Indies, if satisfaction
was not given for the past damages, and things well settled for the future", and
again, "so it was resolved ... to send a fleet and land forces into the West Indies,
where it was taken for granted the peace was already broken by the Spaniard
contrary to the former treaties; and not to meddle with anything in Europe, until
the Spaniard should begin, unless. the American fleet should be met with, which
was looked upon as a lawful prize." If this last phrase is a true rendering of the
grounds of the decision, a naval war in Europe was thought possible, and the
possibility deliberately accepted, even welcomed. At least the chances of a trade
embargo were realistically assessed: English merchants were warned not to
venture capital too deeply in Spain some six months before the breach occurred. 16
It is true that the argument that Spain's "necessity of our trade" would require
peace was used in debate in the Council, 19 but other reasons were urged why the
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war could not be destructive if it broke out. On this basis then it would seem that
Cromwell while not definitely resolved on war, was not ignorant of or averse to
the possibility-it may be that he was simply allowing events_ to guid~ him and
that Thurloe's "at least in the West Indies" is a reference to irresolut10n rather
than to crude Elizabethanism. This would be consistent with his behaviour on
other occasions: his first attempting to come to terms with Charles I, with the
Presbyterians, the Levellers, the Rump, then, in each case when ~e saw divine
providence at work in their obstinacy, switching over to the offensive. At home,
however, his ability not to know .where he was going produced i~ the en~ something like a stable government, and a settlement roughly consistent with the
interests of the country as a whole ..By whatever kind of coincidence, or tortuqus
·self-deception, even - for it is unwise. to reject. any possibility on a priori grounds
~ of heavenly guidance, waiting on events seemed to work. Sagredo, an extraordinary ambassador from Venice, attributed this success in part to "Fo~tune'',
explaining: "I call the effect of Fortune that opportunity which came as 1t were
towards him, to make the path to greatness easy for him." 20 However stupid the
Spanish war has appeared to those who came after hi~, Cromw~ll hi~elf lost ~o
faith in his 'dispensations'. How then could he thmk that his policy was m
England's interests?
·
One objection is easily disposed of: the contention of Slingsby Bethel that
Cromwell made an "unjust war with Spain and an irn,politic league with France,
bringing the first thereby under, and making the latter too great for Christendom;
and by' that means broke the balance betwixt the two crowns of Spain and France,
which his predecessors, the long-parliament, had always wisely preserved" 21 - an
accusation echoed by Ludlow in his memoirs in remarkably similar language:
"This confederacy was dearly purchased on our part; for by it the balance ·of the
two crowns of Spain and France was destroyed, and a foundation laid for the future
greatness of the French, to the unspeakable prejudice of all Euro~e in general,
and of this nation in particular, whose interest it had been to that time accounted
to maintain that equality as near as might be." 22 (Incidentally, neither takes
account of Cromwell's scoffing reminder, "I could instance how it was said, 'We
will have a war in the Indies, though we fight them not at home", 28 which throws
an interesting sidelight on 'Elizabethan' attitudes.) It proved a popular criticism
echoed throughout the eighteenth century - particularly trenchantly by Bolingbroke24 and the authors of the Old Parliamentary History 25 - and survived into
the present. 26 The objection is not so much that Mazarin's France was not
Louis XIV's ('though it is interesting historiographically to see how popular the
idea was when France represented a threat to this country and how it gradually
·went out offashion when that threat receded) - the anachronism is a deeper one.
In Cromwell's day it was generally regarded as an act of folly to ally with a weak
state against a strong one, if it could be avoided. Not everyone thought like this
of course. Sir Benjamin Rudyerd, .in a speech apprehensive of growing French
power, argued in 1641 27 that. "Our aptitude is. rather to balanc~, which ~eing
rightly used may make the Kmg that great arbiter of all the a~a1rs of Christendom by withholding or opposing ... ", but this was an except10nal and to some
ext~~t an archaic view. There was a strong feeling that switching sides was unwise;
Ormonde thought that it devalued the credit of the defaulting party 28 and
Clarendon refers to "The old mistaken and unhappy maxim that the Crown of
England could balance the differences which fell out between the princes of
Europe by its inclining to either party," as having "made the ministers of that
State too negligent in cultivating the affections of their neighbours by any real
obligations ... " 29 • The accent was on what one could get from one's ally in the
way of military 30 and financial3 1 support, even of territory, 82 rather than on
5

dilllinishing the strength of an enemy. For this purpose powerful friends were
1ought, the arguably reasonable implication being that it was safer to make sure
of being on the winning side, thus neutralising any possible threat thence.
De la Court made the point negatively in 1622 33 when he said that, because it
was not in France's interest to make war on the United Provinces, the Dutch had
no need of a French alliance, that because Spain was weak a Spanish alliance was
superfluous too, and that "we are to take care that we do not suffer ourselves for
fear of a war with England, to be inveigled into a~ alliance jointly to carry on an
offensive war against any nation ... "Parenthetically this idea is helpful in putting
the Anglo-Dutch negotiations of 1653 and 1654 into perspective - the English
propositions of a close union and alliance being a natural demand for a stronger
power to make of a weaker. As respects the Anglo-French alliance, on the other
hand, Thurloe adduces in its favour France's ability to harm England both in the
Mediterranean and with regard to Charles Il 34 • On the French side Bordeaux
concurred; he found it astonishing that Cromwell should hesitate to close: "I can
hardly believe," he wrote in June 1655, 35 "that the lord protector doth know
himself so ill, that the power of the king, and the weakness of Spain, can cause
him to hope any advantage from a war with the one, and from a strict league with
the other . . . " Even the great shibboleth of English foreign policy, the Baltic
'balance', was not a sophisticated attempt to keep Danish and Swedish power
equal. Divided control of the Sound was an ad hoc solution: the usual feeling
seems to have been that the one essential was the preserving free access to the
Baltic and that this was the best way of doing it - analogous rather to arguments
against monopolies than to Slingsby Bethel's fear of Sweden and France dividing
"the western empire betwixt them." 36 In Cromwell's fear of a Dutch-DanishPolish-Austrian combination overwhelming Sweden, in his opponents' complementary worry about the growing commercial power of that country, there was
only the faintest prevision of the later theory. Surely, if it had been otherwise,
those who spoke against the Spanish war in Richard's parliament would have
made something of the danger of French aggrandisement?
Instead they concentrated on the commercial disadvantages of the war. Here
the question to be considered is whether there was any justification for incurring
whatever losses took place, or whether, on this count, Cromwell must be charged
with fanaticism in continuing to fight. In doing this some provisional estimate of
the damage must be arrived at. Apart from the financial cost which must be treated
in conjunction with the advisability of the war as a whole, criticisms come under
two heads: the destruction of English shipping and the disruption of the two-way
trade with Old Spain. Estimates of the number of ships lost vary between about
l ,200 and something over 2,000. 37 None of them comes from a source friendly to
Cromwell's government and all may be suspected on that ground alone. Richard
Baker was concerned with making a case against the release of a captured pirate
when he spoke in 1657 of a loss of l,800 ships. Bampfield in Richard's parliament
made the number l,500 only. (February 1659). Next month Haslerigg, arguing
the same point, revised the figure to "at least" l,200. Obviously there was no
very reliable source of information behind all this. Three other guesses may be
discounted: Barwick wrote to Hyde a few days after Haslerigg's speech and that
was probably his source for the same figure; Slingsby Bethel in 1668 referred his
estimate specifically to that ofBampfield; and the anonymous author of a pamphlet
entitled "Awake 0 England, or the People's Invitation to King Charles" ( 1660)
need not be taken very seriously (over 2,000 was his figure). More confidence may
be placed in Garroway's contention in the Cavalier parliament, "We lost sixteen
hundred ships in the last Spanish war, great and small," for it contains its own
corrective - but he too was arguing a case. Interestingly the numbers suggested
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roughly balance the number of prizes taken in the Dutch war - a f?rtunat.e, and
perhaps genuine, coincidence for those who condemned both war with Spam and
the peace with the Dutch. However, after making allowances for t~ese doubts,
the losses were still heavy, there being numerous references to sh~ps sunk or
captured in the letters of Thurloe's informants and others. In fact this may have
been orie reason why the war was persisted in. Most of the damage was done by
privateers from the Spanish Netherlands a~d by ships h?,Iding C'.harles 11'.s
commission. Baker thought the latter alone chiefly to blame, the subjects of this
commonwealth who have gone to the enemy, taken up commissions, and assistocl
them like parri~ides ... " The permanent elimin~tion of this threat wa~ a legitimate war aim - naval war with France or Spam the only way to brmg these
royalists to battle. War with Spain had the additional advantage~ of. offerin_g the
chance to gain control of the privateering bases in Flanders. Dunkirk m particular
was Jong a thorn in England's side: Sir John Suckling, w.i;iti~g to the ~ommons of
Charles I's third parliament 38 spoke of the merchants daily dammfied by the
spoil of Dunkirkers" in the war then in progress. Between l 655 and l 660. c?~
plaints of ships lost and navigation threatened nearly alwa?'s refer to the. act1v1t1es
of Dunkirkers and Ostenders. 39 In 1698 the Joss of Dunklfk was described by a
critic of Ludlow's Memoirs 40 as "too sadly lamented in these last wars with
France". Later during the war of the Spanish Succession over goo ships were
seized by Dunkirk privateers, more than the number taken by those of Brest. ~nd
Calais, the great French base, put together. 41 In this context it is ,n_ot surprismg
that Cromwell was praised, even by some of his opponents, for acqu1rmg the town.
Modern prejudice against the holding of fortified outposts in foreign countries has
obscured the genuine advantages. What objection ~an b~ urged after .all? It .was
true enough that the English could not hold territory m F~a~ders mde~mtely
without the assistance of the United Provinces or France or Spam ma war with any
other of those powers: but it is difficult to imagine such a conflict. The place was. envisaged not as a bastion against, but as a gateway into, Europe, ~ ba~e for OJ?erat1ons
in support of an ally, and as such the military problems holdmg 1t entailed.were
commensurate with those of a bridgehead, not a fortress. Even from the pomt of
view of the "balance of power", an English presence there was a better guarantee
for the Dutch than a French, or a Spanish one soon to be replaced by the French.
Thurloe,4 2 who is really the only authority on Cromwell's motives .in this, says
that a footing on the continent, by way of Dunkirk, Ostend and N1euport, was
aimed at for a variety of reasons: to secure England against invasion by Charles II,
to restrain the French from making a separate peace with Spain, to make France
vulnerable to England in the event of its contracting al!ianc~s of a pr~judicial
nature to encourage Flemish and French Protestants, to make 1t easy to mterfere
in the 'Protestant interest, to be a "bridle on the Dutch" - there being English
harbours on both sides of the Channa! - and finally "It seemed of great
importance to have this interest in Flanders, in p~int. of safety to our ~wn trade,
which was at all times disturbed, and greatly prejudiced by the Dunkir~ers and
Ostenders in whose hands soever they were." That Cromwell recogmsed the
peculiar s~rategic significance of the Flanders sea~oard is sho~n by his a~king a
Flemish port as a condition of alliance with Spam an_d refusmg to consider ?n
alternative in French territory. 43 Given the assumpt10n that the West Indies
expedition was envisaged as possibly provoking wa; •. the whole policy ~a~es
sense - success in the Indies would lead to peace; fa1lmg that, a useful objective
could be pursued in a European war against Spain. waged in conc~rt with t?e
French. Short-term shipping losses were irrelevant 1f one of the chief potential
dangers to commerce were removed.
.
The loss of the rich trade with Spain was another matter. Contemporaries were
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agreed that this would be a disaster. Bullion came from Spain, the fine Spanish
wool necessary now that English wool had become coarser.,.--- an indirect result
of the enclosures - cochineal and indigo used as dyes, wines, fruits, olive oil, silk,
tobacco, iron. In return therie was the best market for English fish and the new
draperies, this last of increasing importance with the decline of cloth exports to
north-west Europe, and a significant vent for hats, glass and. earthenware.
Commerc!'. with the Spanish Netherlands was also important. One branch which
was pa~ticularly vul?erable was the importation of Bruges thread into England
where it was made mto lace and sent back again. Furthermore Spain was in a
good position to interfere with England's trade in the Mediterranean. But as the
government believed, it could not afford a complete cessation. Thurloe's 'answer
to Scott and Bampfield and Lloyd's complaints on this score was the bland
assertion that "You export as much commodity, and import as much from Spain
as ever you d i'd . " 44 F.ive mon tbs before this, in Septeml:>er ,1658, Bordeaux wrote'
from England to Mazarin•• that "the war has not been hitherto so burdensome to
England as ~ot to yie~d ~s great advantages by continuing it as by coming to an
accommodation; for 1t 15 proved by the registers of the Custom-house that the
exports and imports of merchandise have been as great since the rupture as they
were before the war began." A pamphlet published in 1661 46 appealed to the
customs figures to prove the reverse, but the writer was neither so well-informed
as Thurloe, nor so unprejudiced as Bordeaux. 47 Wars in the period were not
incompatible with trading relations and official bans could be circumvented. The
Dutch had successfully evaded an embargo on the carrying of Portuguese and
48
~rench go~ds to Spain. Whatever the Spanish king might say, his subjects considered their own profit first - as late as March 1658, Antwerp was still refusing to
prohibit English goods. 49 A letter of intelligence written in November l 655 put the
case succinctly: "The king of Spain has made a prohibition to bring any English
merchandize in his estates although he can hardly be without." 50 Some of the
~ethods whic.h sug~este~ themselves whereby his deficiencies could be supplied
mvolved sendmg ships with Dutch papers, 51 under a Tuscan flag of convenience 52
and suspending the Act of Navigation as it applied to fish exports. 58 The ruses
seem to have worked fairly well, or even to have been dipensable with. Morrell
wrote to• Thurloe from Paris on April 22nd l 656 6 • to say that he had had an
audience wit? Lestrade, Mazarfr1's. favourite? and that ~he latter "grew inquisitive,
whether Spam. and we were enemies. I n;!phed yes. Said he, have your merchants
trade there ? Yes we have. I find they fear our closing with Spain yet." Morrell
?ad no objectio? to ala~ming the Fren~h, and the progress of the embargo was
irreg~ar and dilatory: it was only two days earlier that the placards banning
Engl1Sh goods had been published at Cadiz. Yet it is interesting as bearing out the
calculation that war need not automatically prevent -commerce. In November of
t~e next. year. Longl~nd :eported :rom Leghorn that many English ships were
still tradmg with Spam. 5 Any shrmkage of the Spanish market could also have
been compensated for, in part at least, by an increase.in the profit of cloth exports
to Portugal and the Mediterranean ~ made possible by the favourable terms of
the 1654 AnglocPortuguese treaty and by the removal of the threat of French
privateers. !he ~rst alte~native was mentioned explicitly, the second implicitly,
when the H1spamola project was being debated: 56 "it is said that a full trade with
Portugal (which we can have as we will) ~II be near as good as the other." This
sounds odd but the discrepancy in population between Portugal and Spain in the
seventee_1?.th century was much less than it is now. Market requirements for cloth
were almost identical. Major-General Haynes in June 1656 67 hearing that "the
peace with the crown of Portugal is over'', hoped that it would prove "welcome
news to our clothing towns now their trade with Spain is shut up." - the last
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presumption was legitimate early in the war when ways of circumventing the
embargo can.not have been fully put into operation. Two other points are worth
making: Ultimately good trading relations with. the Portuguese were inconsistent
with friendship with Spain, 58 . and the balance of trade with Portugal was, or soon
became, more favourable than that with Spain-;-- though this was due to the
comparative paucity of the import trade. 59 On the other hand imports were much
less affected by the breach. There is no question but that wines and fruits continued
to be brought to England from Spain - their prices were 'discussed in parliament
in October and November 1656, 60 duties on Spanish products (wine and tobacco)
in January 1657, 61 an act regulating wine prices was passed in June 1657, 62 and
in April 1659 63 there was a vote to ban all Spanish goods.. Their importation was
unlikely to. have been by way of English or. Spanish shipping so much as by the
Dutch, in contravention of the Act ofNa,vigation. The export of merino wool from
Biscay was already almost a Dutch monopqly 64 - probably one way or another
they were now bringing it to Englan,d. Samuel Lamb, arguing for a bank in
January 1659, 65 mentions with disapproval "the practice suspected to be now
useq, to employ Dutch shipping as much as ever to bring home Spanish goods, by
colourably making bills of sale of them in trust to the freighters, to secure them
against the act for increase of navigation." A surprising variety of people 66
attributed 'the decay of trade' to the Dutch rather than to the Spanish war as
such. Fears were expressed that besides expanding their carrying trade they would
usurp the market for English-style cloth in Spain - a possibility which to some
extent carried its own remedy with it: if the Dutc_h could imitate English cloth
so successfully, it was going to be difficult to enforce a discriminatory embargo
against the genuine article. For many Spanish exports, besides wool, alternative
sources existed: olive oil could come from Portugal, France and Leghorn, 67 silk
from the United Provinces; the Levant or directly from the East, wines from
France and Portugal, iron from Sweden, raisins from the Levant, tobacco from
English colonies in the West Indies - something the government wished to
encourage. Dyes were more of a problem - indigo was another colonial product,
but cochineal, a brilliant red pigment ma<;le from the crushed bodies of South
American beetle.s, was irreplaceable. However, even had the cloth industry been
completely deprived of the dye, 68 the result was unlil\ely to have.been catastrophic;
the sophisticated colour-range of the new draperies included crimson, but also
black, 'sad grey', 'stone grey', 'liver', 'mussel', 'beaver', 'partridge grey', azure,
pink, peach, gold and silver. 69 All this is not to suggest that the war did not
pro<;luce any dislocation of trade nor cause hardship to some, (it would certainly
have added to insurance rates and freight charges for instance) only that its
effects have been exaggerated, perhaps grossly.
How can this exaggeration be accounted for? Modern critics may have been
over-influenced by their reading of a 'separate war' policy, and by the complaints
of contemporaries. Many at the time were prejudiced by their political opinions,
but genuine anxiety understandably existed. Bordeaux, though he thought the
losses were bearable, makes it clear that the merchants bitterly opposed the war. 70
Paradoxically, his unconcern about the contradiction renders an explanation of it
unnecessary to the present argument, though one may be ventured. Certain
interests, who were vocal and influential, were disproportionately affected. Those
involved in formulating the Navigation Act - which may include the Eastland
and Levant Companies - and the anti-Dutch lobby - which included almost
everyone except Cromwell and some of his 'courtiers' - could not have approved
the modifications of the policy which the war made necessary. The. Spanish
merchants themselves were an interesting case: trade to Spain was 'open', but
obviously it was now, in a sense, more open. Men who had ventured capital too
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deeply to pull out quickly were badly hit by the confiscation of their good~; their
only hope of redress lay in peace. Since these would be the bigger merchants,
they were-peculiarly liable to resent the irregular way in which trade was being
carried on - sometimes in foreign bottoms, probably_ often by adventurous interlopers seizing their opportunity. Many people, royalists, republicans, protagonists
of the Navigation Act, important merchants, had the same interest in promoting
a campaign to heighten apprehension as much as possible. The formidable
shipping losses helped them: when examined, most of the contemporary laments
about the ruin of clothiers seem to have had these as their basis. Bampfield, sitting
for Exeter (an important centre for the production of cloth for Spain and Portugal)
in Richard's parliament said 71 "the consequences of that war have been the
decay of our trade in all parts . . . " (my italics) - words susceptible of
interpretation as referring to privateers rather than to the embargo, as most of
these complaints were. A royalist put it explicitly: 72 "The trade of the West of
England is almost ruined since the war with Spain, most of their vessels being
taken and carried to St. Sebastians by Spanish frigates which wait daily about
Land's End." - rwt, as has been assumed, by the closure of the Spanish market
to them, or the cessation of the supply of Spanish wool, for which there is little
evidence. And if this was where the war was felt most grievously, Cromwell's
policy is comprehensible: Dunkirk and Ostend once conquered would prevent
much of this sort of thing in the future - albeit no provision could be made for
St. Sebastians. Right or wrong, the calculation was made on secular grounds.
Against this background of sizeable but supportable losses directly related to a
specific war aim, must be seen the reasoning behind Cromwell's persistence in the
war. One postive gain, which historians have often been content to gloss over, was
the preservation of an independent Portugal 73 - a positive boon for England as
it was a country easily bullied into making substantial concessions, a negative one
as its survival was a better guarantee against Dutch expansion in America than
Spain proved during the 'captivity'. The picture is one of long-term gains set
against immediate disadvantages - not the least of which was the crushing
financial burden that the war brought with it. Cromwell may have made mistakes
- his contention 74 that the war in the West Indies would pay for itself is an
obvious idiocy; that much of the 'Elizabethan' theory may be retained - but the
whole policy was answerable to the conditions of the period. However, this interpretation is incomplete without an understanding of how it can be related to what is
known of Cromwell's personality. The most important source for Cromwell's
thinking on the Spanish war is the report, in the handwriting of Edward Montagu,
of the debate which took place in the council in July 1654. 75 One passage may be
quoted: "\.Ye consider this attempt, because we think God has not brought us
thither where we are but to consider the work that we may do in the world as well
as at home, and to stay from attempting until you have superfluity is to put it off
for ever, our expenses being such as will in probability never admit that. Now
Providence seemed to lead us hither, having 160 ships swimming: most of Europe
our enemies except Holland, and that would be well considered also: we think our
best consideration had to keep up this reputation and improve it to some good,
and not lay up by the walls. Thence we came to consider the two great crowns,
and the particular arguments weighed, we found our opportunity point this way".
The consideration of the two great crowns, the weighing of the particular arguments, these problems had been discussed earlier; 76 again the starting-point was
what to do with the fleet released from the Dutch war. This was a difficulty in its
own right - its maintenance was necessary for national security; parliament
would be reluctant to vote money for it except for some tangible purpose. Maintaining a diminished number of ships was not an answer: men of war and
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merchantmen no longer had easily interchangeable roles, and, once laid up, the
usual fate of seventeenth century ships was to lie rotting (and their crews would
go to add to the ground-swell of discontent at home). But 'Providence' is the clue
to Cromwell's attitude in this as in all things. Oliver's dispensations had led him
to believe that the Stuarts by a special dialectic both were and ought to be on the
losing side, and he_ carried this idea over into his foreign policy. No one has
described his fighting the Stuarts as an Elizabethan or anachronistically Protestant
policy - yet his diplomacy abroad, as well as at home, can be referred to this end.
The first reason for a peace with France (and by contextual implication for a war
with Spain) given in that earlier council meeting was "The hindering of a peace
between the two crowns'', feared by the Protectorate, greatly hoped for by
Charles II as an aid to his restoration. Thurloe at the accomplished Restoration 77
confirms this as the order of priority; numbering the grounds of the alliances of
the time he begins: "I. To deprive his majesty of foreign assistance in his restitution: hence it was that the alliance with France was preferred to that of Spain ... ".
In fact, the only people in a position to restore Charles II were the French and
the Dutch. When Oliver came into the Protectorate, reports were coming home 78
that the Orange party, the pro-Royalist, pro-French party in the United Provinces,
was gaining ground as a result of the war with England. France had apparently
welcomed Charlei; and his court. Only Spain, weak and useless as an ally, was
positively estranged from the Stuarts, had been the first power to recognise the
Commonwealth, was now the first to recognise the new government. We were
"deeply engaged in a war with the Portuguese ... And not only this, but we had
a war with Holland ... At the same time also we were in a war with France." 79
The whole thing must have seemed wrong. For a moment the Stuarts seemed
likely to regain abroad the credit they had lost at home, in spite of all God's
witnesses against them. Yet to disrupt this pattern forcibly would have been
untypical. Every major decision Cromwell had made to this point in his career
he could represent as having been forced upon him, as being entailed in the natural
procession of events. He believed in acting in accordance with that procession,
that close study of it would reveal the trend of God's will, that the consummation
of that will was inevitable, but that one had the freedom to move with it or against
it. Though there were inconsistencies in his position as it can be gleaned from his
letters and speeches, it was analogous to that of a man swimming in a river: the
river would reach the sea, whatever he did - this was the factor of historical
determinism in his approach - the man would be carried to the sea or drowned,
whatever he did, the current was so strong - that was the concept of personal
predestination, but he had freedom to point himself up river or down, freedom to
will but not freedom to act to save himself - the force of the current was infinite,
the strength of the man finite. Thus, when drowning stands for damnation and the
sea for heaven, the doctrine of predestination and the feeling of personal moral
responsibility were uneasily reconciled. so Confronted by a current which
apparently changed direction and stopped trying to drown the Stuarts en route,
Cromwell could only wait and try to discern what must be its mainstream and
what were deceptive eddies. What signs were there that God was working to
deprive the Stuarts of useful allies abroad? How could he associate himself and
his country with this inevitable process? The Dutch were applying for peace. The
prospect of a French-Orangist alliance to restore Charles II - likely enough to
Cromwell - and to Thurloe (who, for all his sagacity, was at the mercy of his
informants in the last analysis) receded. It had been the Rump's war. That
institution had miraculously brought its own destruction to pass. He, Cromwell,
had not dissolved it; it had made him do so by breaking faith in repudiating the
promise not to vote its perpetuation. Apart from Cromwell's kindly feelings
I I

towards another Protestant republic - he distrusted that sort of subjective
reaction -'-here was an objective indication that something was wrong with the
Dutch war. But he proceeded cautiously. No armistice was granted. Only when
good conditions were obtained and· the Orange party, godless by virtue of their
association with the Stuarts, were· excluded from holding office in Holland, was
peace renewed. Commercial matters were not neglected - this was the second
part of the doctrine of dispensations - swimming against the current 'Yas arduous,
swimming with it was easier, an inevitability rather than· a reward,· material
benefits seen as a probable indication of righteousness. 81 Now the next step was to
fight France or Spain. This is not apparent to our generation but it made sense in
Cromwell's peculiar terms and hence, indirectly, in ours. The dispensations
suggested another war - the persecution of Hugenots in France (so the government was told) and in Savoy, Spain's maltreatment of English merchants and
colonists, the '160 ships swimming', the necessity of preventing a Stuart restoration.
As yet the choice of whom to fight was not obvious. So Oliver waited again,
pursued parallel negotiations with each of the· crowns, considered the relative
profit of a war with either. The signs pointed to a Spanish war - as we have seen
in the way negotiations with Spain broke down. But this was not enough. The
crucial test was whether such a war was likely to involve material blessing for
England. In many ways it was decided that it would. Above all politically, and
providentially, it would be a good thing if the Stuarts looked for help from Spain
rather than from France. In the council debate recorded by l\fontagu in April
1654, a French alliance was regarded as "Discountenance to our rebels in Scotland
and fugitives." Thurloe 82 enumerates the disadvantages of unfriendly relations
with France in this respect: that crown had close ties of blood and marriage with
the Stuarts, they had Protestant subjects to employ on Charles' II behalf (this was
not a completely fanciful notion: Lord Jermyn was pursuing the possibility in
1652. 83 Admittedly he was being fairly fanciful in his own right.) and their friendship with the Scots was dangerous (again there had been signs towards the end of
the Civil War of French diplomacy operating in this direction). On the other hand
he says "It was foreseen that the excluding the king out of France would cast him
upon Spain, which some thought a difficulty, but the protector an advantage.
1. Because his being in the hands of the Spaniards would make his return more
difficult, the religion and interests of that crown being hated generally, both by
the English and Scots, and affected only by the Irish. 2. And in case the Spaniard
by the help of the Irish, had by a war attempted the restitution of the king; it was
conceived to be the likeliest means of uniting the several divided interests of the
kingdom together in that quarrd." Another reason given 84 for welcoming the
move was that while the Spaniard had "no interest here but the papist; the
presbyterian party, whom 0. was desirous enough to engage in his affairs" had
"ever shewed the greatest aversion to the Spaniard." So the resolution mirrored
that effected at home: the Irish Catholics, the levellers and the republicans were
heavily suppressed there, the Scots and the English Presbyterians were to be
accommodated if possible. Out of the possible menace of a grand alliance of
Orangists, their Brandenburger and Danish relations, the Scots, the French, the
presbyterians, Charles has been removed and left to make what headway he can
with unsympathetic Spaniards and republicans! Soon enough in the eyes of the
government this alternative pattern was seen to be forming: "The Spaniard,
cavalier, papists and levellers, are all come into a confederacy ... The commonwealths men look also for a sudden turn, and hope they shall play next." 85 Now,
said Cromwell of Spain 86 "that is the party that brings all your enemies before
you: It doth: for so it is now, that Spain hath espoused that interest which you
have all akong hitherto been conflicting with - Charles Stuart's interest. And I
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say; it doth not detract at .all from your course, nor frorri your ability to make
defence of it, that God by His providence hath so disposed that the King of Spain
should espouse that person." In the rest of his discourse he associated the opponents
of the war with Charles' party: and according to Ludlow 8 7 he specifically accused
him and his followers of "clandestine correspondances" with the Spanish. But
these combinations were less to be feared than the other - it was the 'presbyterian' party which restored the Stuarts in the final analysis. The parties ranged
against the Protectorate were at present an unnatural grouping - if it was
providence, it was also sound politics. As for the modern notion that Cromwell
would have been better off not having a war at all, it is by no means certain that
any firm and lasting agreement could have been made with France respecting the
Stuarts and the trade rivalry between the countries, without England fighting
Spain. This contingency was in large part implicit in the negotiations. The point
where the policy is most difficult to justify on material grounds is at its inception.
Here it is important to insist that a European war was envisaged from the beginning - that is the decision to be assessed - and in the absence offurther evidence
relating to his motivation .at the time, it is legitimate to guess that Cromwell was
leaving the decision to fate, that he wanted a real war with Spain and that he
convinced himself it might notfollow the West Indies expedition in order that he
could accept it as another dispensation when it did. Perhaps this is unfair: there
was a faint chance of it not occurring. But however unsatisfactory this way of
reaching a decision (or rather of executing it) may seem, it must not be allowed to
obscure the genuine advantages of the war. These may now be collected: I. France
,,Yas committed to hindering a Stuart invasion; 2. the Stuarts were placed in an
untenable position; 3. Portugal was secured; 4. the elimination of the privateering
threat from Flanders was worked for, and partly achieved; 5. French cooperation
in the Mediterranean· was secured; 6. a basis for English expansion in the West
Indies was established; 7. Dunkirk's acquisition became an insurance policy
against a separate peace by France, against a future Dutch war, against any
untoward happenings in the Spanish Netherlands, where England had vital
strategic interests. On the other side losses were not so great as is often assumed.
Above all a profitable peace might have been made had Cromwell lived longer. 88
In this rough way the dialectic was working again __:_ war was suggested by signs;
once entered into it was found to be, if not so advantageous as predicted, at least
not hurtful enough on balance for Cromwell to think God was witnessing against
it. This was his idea ·of a Protestant foreign policy, not crudely fanatical, not
oblivious of political and economic considerations, but in fact dependent on these
for its spiritual force.
.
·
The same process is evident in other aspects of his diplomacy. Blake's aggressive
trip round the Mediterranean neatly fulfilled the "interest of Christians and the
interest of the nation". And the dual requirement was also met by the peace which
was made with the United Provinces, although it has been heavily criticised:
"The negotiations that ended in the peace of 1654 illustrate to what lengths
Cromwell would go in his neglect of English economic interests for the sake of the
Protestant chimera" writes one modern historian, 80 condemning his advocacy of
a union between the countries and quoting Slingsby Bethel 00 with approval on
"suddenly making a peace with Holland without those advantages for trade, as
they who beat them, did intend to have had." The same writer continues to complain, among other matters, that Cromwell did not support those English
merchants who wanted direct trade with Antwerp without paying dues to the
Dutch at the mouth of the Scheidt. The argument will not bear much examination:
Slingsby Bethel and his colleagues condemned Cromwell for not pushing the
union plan as a sine qua non - dropping it shewed a commendable grasp of
13
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realities. Two main points were conceded to England: there was to be no tra~mg
with each other's enemies and the supremacy of the English flag was acknowledged - thus prejudicing the disputed Dutch right to fish in 'English' seas. That
some of the limited gains in the treaty were not secured and many issues left
debatable was unavoidable. Any further requirements - free trade up the Scheidt
was a preposterous demand as striking at the root of Amsterdam's prosperity would either not have been observed, if granted, or, refused, have prevented the
conclusion of the peace. 91 English naval stocks were in no shape for this eventuality.
Here especially Cromwell's Protestant policy displays more attention to common
sense than the secular criticisms of his opponents. The puritan Protestant league
to include the United Provinces, Denmark, Sweden, France and various German
princes was an ideal: we need not censure Cromwell's dreams except so far as they
impinged on his actions. In practice he took realities both as a test and as a guide.
Nowhere is this seen more clearly than in his Baltic policy. Ifwe take his public
utterances as our standard, we are compelled to conclude he was fighting the
Thirty Years' War all over again: "Look how the House of Austria on both.sides
of Christendom, are armed and prepared to destroy the whole Protestant interest
... Who is there that holdeth up his head to oppose this danger? A poor Prince indeed poor; but a man in his person as gallant, and truly I may say as good, as
any these last ages have brought forth; a man that has adventured his·all against
the Popish interest in Poland ... " 92 This ability to see a Habsburg round every
corner, Cromwell's undoubted affection for Charles X of Sweden, the "poor
Prince", are misleading. It is essential to distinguish between his predilections and
his conception of his duty; knowing he could be led astray by enthusiasms he
disciplined them by reference to hard facts - the whole process being comprisable
within his religious outlook. In consequence his Baltic policy can be explained
without relating it to religious principle at all - though this was precisely why it
was a Protestant policy in Cromwell's own terms. He was not inveigled into an
alliance with Sweden. Initially 93 he was prepared for an ad hoc understanding
against the Dutch and Danes to open the Baltic to English shipping. When the
reason for this departed with the cessation of hostilities with the Dutch, his aim
was to reconcile Sweden and Denmark and prevent either being in a strong enough
position to close the Sound. Meadowes' mediating embassy to Denmark in
September 1657 was the result. As he himself puts it 94 his role in the treaty of
Roskilde, concluded in spring of the following year, was hardly pro-Swedish: "The
English mediator had two parts to act in this scene; one was to moderate the
demands as far as he could in favour of the sufferer, without disobliging the Swede
by a too notorious partiality," - the other was to watch that nothing was concluded against English interests. When it was moved that the whole kingdom of
Norway be united with Sweden, he comments: 95 "This entrenched upon England
as giving the Swede the sole and entire possession of the chief materials, as masts,
deal, pitch, tar, copper, iron, etc. needful for ... the equipage of our ships, too
great a treasure to be entrusted in one hand. The mediator in avoidance of this
was the first who insinuated the proposal of rendering Scania and Bleking to tl1e
Swedes ... safe for England, because by this means the Swede is become master
of one bank of the Sound as the Dane is of the other." The "temporary success of
the peace of Roskilde" 96 endured, at least in its main territorial clauses, for the
next three hundred years and is still with us. l\1eadowes wrote truer than he knew
when he said that, apart from some small adjustments, "the Roskilde treaty is
renewed and reconfirmed, and remains to this day the standard and measure
betwixt these two Northern crowns." Meadowes' version is borne out by other
references to Cromwell's attitude. 97 The alternative criticism - of failing to act in
concert with the Swedes against Dutch trade in the area - has been dealt with
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in an article by Michael Roberts: there he argues that England dare not risk war
with the Dutch (owing to the depletion of naval stores) and that in any case it was
questionable whether such an agreement could have been effected at all. But the
Swedish-Danish struggle was only one facet of the imbroglio. There was the
Swedish-Polish war to be considered as well. In the context of Swedish belligerence
the idea of directing the Swedish armies southwards was quite sensible. Cromwell
was certainly prepared to ally himself with the Swedes against Austria, though
one may wonder how significant he intended England's contribution to be. The
drawback to this might appear to be that a Swedish conquest of Poland and monopoly of the southern Baltic seaboard was dangerous for the Eastland Company but these campaigned for a more vigorous policy in support of the Swedes. 98 In the
long run there was no chance of Sweden raising tolls exorbitantly: England was
an important customer for Danzig, whoever possessed the place. Besides, Sweden
may have been expansionist in its motions, but it was fundamentally weak and
over-extended; if we allow that everything was Habsburg and papist to Cromwell
of which he disapproved (though if the presence of an Imperial army in Jutland
was an anachronism, no one seems to have informed Vienna of the fact) then
forget it, and look at the actual situation, it will be seen that the combination of
Danes, Dutch, Brandenburgers, and Poles would ultimately have overwhelmed
the Swedes. It does not matter much whether they were Habsburg puppets they were not - the net effect would be the same. Meadowes 99 explained the
sending of an English fleet in the spring of 1659 - a course Cromwell was considering when he died - in these terms: "it was not with any intention as some
vainly suggested to assist Sweden in the conquest of Denmark; that had been
impolitic and irrational, for 'tis evident the conservation of Denmark is the
common interest as well of England as of Holland, neither was there at that time
the least fear or danger of any such supposed conquest. The elector had an army
in Jutland of near thirty thousand men, Brandenburgers, Poles and Austrians, and
could have had as many more if either the country could have supported their
numbers, or the service required them". He contends that, properly united, their
forces "had been sufficient not only to have beat the Swede out of the Danish isles
and dominions, but out of Sweden itself ... England though sorry for this second
rupture with Denmark, thought it not their interest to see Sweden overset and
sinking under the mighty weight of so powerful a confederacy."
Here as elsewhere it is possible to find reasons, sometimes excuses, for Cromwell's
policy. The exercise is not a work of supererogation because it is impossible to
understand a policy by condemning it - no course of action ever impressed itself
upon a man's mind as being desirable on account of the objections which could be
raised against it. For Cromwell the idea of a Protestant foreign policy was simply
the consummation of God's will, and as a part of this, the benefiting a nation
devoted to iliat will. He might believe he knew what was to be done - but he was
suspicious of himself and little tied ~o preconceptions, 'Elizabethan' or otherwise.
It is possible to see his foreign policy as perhaps he saw it himself - looking for a
sign as to which way to move but testing that sign strictly in accordance with
profane principles. In this context a distinction between spirituality and materialism represents a false dichotomy. Of course there are a priori reasons for suspecting
the application of the principle: could God's and England's interests really always
be identical? The end of this essay is only to suggest that in his diplomacy in the
Baltic, in the Dutch treaty, in the Spanish war and the French alliance Cromwell's
motives were neither anachronistic nor fanatical. The success of his policies is
another question: I have merely proposed ways in which he can be justified in
secular terms, as an aid to understanding his Protestantism.
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I suppose that the chief difference in the treatment they have received from the
historians is that the fires of controversy which flamed around Lincoln in his lifetime have burned low, while those that encompassed Cromwell never subsided
and every now and again erupt with something of their original heat. That I
suspect is partly due to Lincoln's assassination when the Civil War was won, so
that he was ·thereby :relieved from the agonising problems of reconstruction.
Oliver, if I may put it so without misunderstanding, had no such luck. For eleven
years he held the Commonwealth together in such a welter of domestic dissension
and strife as is probably without parallel in our history; and not only held the
Commonwealth together but, in the while, rebuilt the prosperity of our trade and
raised British arms to a pinnacle of fame; and if there are few things on which his
friends and enemies are agreed, one of them is that only Oliver could have done it.
It was he alone who stood between the Commonwealth and chaos.
It is not my object today (and it would indeed be wholly beyond me) to attempt
to unravel even one or two of the skeins which surround the personality of Cromwell but there 'are two aspects of that personality and of l;lis life which seem to be
worth remarking upon in September, 1968. They are aspects of his character
which are not, I think, in any substantial dispute.
No-one doubts his supreme capacities as a soldier, or that he was one of the
great Captains of the world. But what was remarkable about him as a soldier was
not only, or mainly, that he was never defeated in the field, but that the army
which he led was his own creation. He recruited it, he modelled its methods and
training, he inspired it, he developed its tactics; it was essentially his army and the
principles upon which this most feared fighting instrument in Europe was forged
are too well known to those of you here to need any reminder from me. The
quotations are familiar. He recounted more than once how the army had been
made.

CROMWELL'S DAY 1968
7he Address given by Lord Foot of Buckland Monachorum at the
Annual Commemoration Service, September 3rd, 1968.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
While I count it an honour to have been invited to deliver this address here
today, I have to confess to an oppressive awareness of how far I fall short of what
the occasion demands. I am no historian. I am no sort of authority on Oliver
Cromwell or his period and I realise that the only reason why I am here at all is
the name I bear and that my father was one of the chiefbegetters of this Association under whose auspices this annual commemoration service is conducted.
I am also conscious of the fact that I have been preceded in this duty, in previous
years, by two of my brothers, both of whom were better equipped for the task than
I am. My brother Hugh was able to remind you - and did not fail to do so tha~ ?e had a~ one time been the Governor and Captain-General of Jamaica, a
position and title, or course, which Oliver had created, so that he was in a sense
indebted to the Lord Protector for a job. My brother Michael really could claim
to know something about the subject, although I gather from the reports I received
that he did not lose himself in adulation, which was not, I suppose, entirely
unexpected or out of character.
The only qualification I can lay claim to is that, like my brothers and sisters,
I was, as it were, brought up with Oliver Cromwell. We were surrounded by
every kind of reminder of him. It was not only that our family home was littered
with portraits, busts and prints of him and of his captains, family and collaterals
and that many shelves were given over to a library concerned with the seventeenth
century in general and Oliver Cromwell in particular, and that there were mountains of contemporary pamphlets and broadsheets, but the spirit of the man
seemed to lurk around the place. l\1y father always referred to him familiarly as
Oliver, and it sometimes seemed to me from the way that he spoke of him that he
had only recently been in solemn confabulation with the Protector. The name of
Oliver had even been bestowed upon the family cat, which sometimes led to some
misunderstandings.
But in spite of all this I was never able to feel that I had begun to fathom the
complexity of Oliver's personality or to resolve the strange contradictions in his
character and actions. He has remained, for me, a figure of mystery. I have no
doubt of his greatness, no doubt that he was cast in a larger mould than the
ordinary run of mankind. But his life was so full of paradoxes that he has remained
an enigma.
This is not however surprising because he was an enigma to his contemporaries
and remained so to succeeding generations.
There is here a curious and interesting parallel. Across the Square above us
there is a monument to another great man, Abraham Lincoln, and as my father
demonstrated in a piece which he wrote about them some years ago, there are a
multitude of astonishing similarities between the two men, not only between their
careers and the course which their lives took and the revolutionary situations with
which each was confronted, but in the cast of their minds and their political
methods and attitudes and even in the turn of their language.
But the parallel which I would emphasise this afternooon is that each has confronted his contemporaries and historians with a very similar enigma. Each has
been the object of adulation and hero worship and each has been the victim of
unbridled denunciation and abuse. The qualities which have been attributed to
them by their admirers and the crimes and wickedness of which they have been
accused by their traducers are remarkably the same.
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"I raised such men as had the fear of God in them and made some conscience of what
they did."
"I had rather have a plain russet-coated Captain that knows what he fights/or and loves
what he knows than what you call a gentleman, and is nothing else."
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That was Cromwell's Army. It was recruited l;>y commitment and disciplined
by conviction.
Only a week or so ago we saw another army in operation. It was the army of
the Soviet Union and its satellites which occupied Czechoslovakia. Through the
agencies of the press and radio and television we were able to observe how it
conducted itself and form some opinion of itS qualities. We were able to observe,
for example, the raw ignorant Russian conscripts, themselves apparently bewildered by it all, with little or no conception of what they were there for except
to cow and terrorise the civilian population. So unable were many of them to find
any answer to the arguments and taunts and contempt of the Czechs, their
supposed prisoners, that after a week or so many' of them had to be withdrawn as
demoralized.
I would suggest that those of Oliver's critics who denounce him as a ruthless
dictator in the mould of Hitler or Stalin or Breznev might usefully reflect upon the
contrast between the make-up of the armies which marched into Prague and those
that fought at Edgehill, Dunbar and Preston.
The other quality of Oliver's which is not seriously disputed (except only in his
attitude to the Papists) is his devotion to toleration of opinion. In what other army
in history did people of different persuasions engage in long and solemn theological
and ideological debates on the nature of man and the nature of society? 'In
Cromwell's army such debates were an accepted practice and were carried on with
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r~pect. for "all differing opinions. and often in the iD.terludes' ·between ·battles.
Perhaps the most remarkable of these debates was with the Levellers at the Council
iit Putney' in 1647, extending over several weeks, and ·over which Oliver himself
presided, Under Cromwell no opinion was suppressed.or proscribed and no-one
\vas·persecuted for his opinions.
·
... - ' '•
·''How does all this compare with the treatment extended by the Soviet leaders
toward "their Czech allies in the recent negotiations at.Bratislava and"Moscow?
These were supposedly an ideological discussion between equals, but the representatives of the Czech State were brought· to the riegotiating table in manacles
and at the gun point and found themselves under the explicit threat that if they
did not l;letray their beliefs and their people, then their country would be ground
into submission and they themselves liquidated; - /
r- •· •
r. · ,;,•;
' i
These contrasts suggest to me that it may riot be altogether unprofitable, in this
twentieth century, to ponder again upon· the complex character of Cromwell.
For myself I hii.ve no doubt that'it is right and becoming that we1should once a
year, on the 3rd of September, the anniversary of his death and the victories of
Dunbar and Worcester, meet together here at'.the foot of his statue to honour:his
name and revere his memory.
' '
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Speeches at the Unveiling of. the Coat of Arms at: Cromwell Ho_use, ., ,
Huntingdon on November 16th, 1968 ,.r ,.. ,, '.nl' .,,: .'.,fr •
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Professor A. N. Worden, Director General of Huntmgdon Research Centre. · , .
~
lf
• f'tll~ ~I
~·t,"'T~ "1•'' ...
My Lord, Hemingford, ,Ladies aqd Gentlemen, on behalf .of the H_unti!lgdon
Research Centre I should like to extend a .warm welcome, and I wish it could
have been a warmer one, to all of you here today. Unfortunately, indisp~sitio~
has hit us rather hard and we are sorry that Lord and Lady de Ramsey, Lady
Renton and the Lady Mayor of Huntingdon and G~drruinchester,.are unable to
be with us. However, we are very glad to have Lord and Lady ·Hemingford,
Sir David Renton, the Lady Mayor of Saint Ives, and 0e many officials; Society
representatives and residents from· this area, induding of course members of the
Thackray and Fisher families who once .. owned Crpmwell House, _a~d also_.our
distinguished guests from other parts, including Mr. John Bush, a direct descen;
dant of Oliver Cromwell,, and the President and other members of the Cromwell
Associ~tion .who, together ~ith, ~iic:: late ~r. 1:'o~\ey, Cura~o<or, the Cr~m'well
Museum, have done·so much to,n;ake.todais c;:v~11~ possible.
• '• l .•. . •
I should like now to introduce the President of.the Association, Dr. Maurice
&hley, or ¥r. Mau~ice Ashley -~~·(~hin~ ;h~.,pref~~s_ 'to.'be ,,k!low~, ·notabl~
contributor to the literature, ~oncei:l1i?g *e, l,7t,h ,,~e~t\lry 1 "!·nd., ot~e~, aspects. of
historical research,. biographer of,Crslll!-~'lell, fonp_er edit~r of Th~ Listener, ai;id
Docto~ of Philosophy oLthe U11iversity,of_O~f~rd._ In .t~is)ast cont~xt, I trust h_e
approves,· especially as ,Oliver . Qromwell _himself_ an~. some lat~r. occupants of
Cro~well House were at another place,' of our use of bleu' fence for ·the, new
writi_ng on the .wall. , '" .
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Dr. Maurice Ashley, President. of t.h~ Cr~mwell Assoc~ation. , ..,
This is a solemn occasion, ladies and·gentlemen, when we iri the· reign 'of Queen
Elizabeth II commemorate orice again the birtli of a great British statesman.
·'Oliver Cromwell was born neai-ly. 370 years ago, towards the end of the reign
of Queen Elizabeth I, on the site of this house in Huntingdon which we are markirig with a coat of arms.·, 1; ,. • ,.~. ~·" ·
I· mwt first of all pay tribute to the memory of the late Dr. E. B. Powley who
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devotea .'rimch: of•the fast months of his life, to preparing, for, 9.ur ceremony,_toc!ay.
Dr. Powley was largely ~instrumental r in establi.$hing 1 the, Oro~well.._l'vluseu_m, Jjp
Huntingdon of which aUCromwellians and, I hope, all Huntingdonians are justly
proud. He was an -~m~_~lfi~~ ,worke~, in. t?e. cau~e ~f. re~a~ilit~t'.1.1~ Cr?_m"".ell's
memory. If, as I am'\ mformed,-Jthe detail of• the' coat ••of, arms .1s·:not:··ent1rely
correct, I myself must :take. the blame ;for,_not•ha,y!11g ha~,~t_cP,~f.ked by a)i:e!'!M~c
expert;1 as d I am 'no sexpert on hera,ldry I Il!-yseJf I arid: P.~s.si!;>JY. Ri: ·. _Pow~eY. Iwa~ ! not
either: However,· I· believe the coat <;>f apns is similar1to !_h~! -~!"~~_t~-~ _on .~he}\~ ~.e}!p
and,•if necessary,,we cap have the deta_il adjustec;l~Ilf!J~!1Yi~~~ y:e hftve !.C::~.<?~;tp
:be grateful I to Dr.;Pm~ley.'s spirit.of c:\edicatip11;anc!:~dv_~ri!~!':!:..i< i, 1 ,,,~,. {" .r,, ,1 ,,
:o I 1have I also' to thank 1Profess~rj~istair' :Wor~_en, ~!}~ O~f!er.I. ~( th1s. :h!=?!:!;£(f,,,i;i~t
mere! y I fc.r. giving us per~ssion to' er~ct the j mem,9rial1 to ;Ci:_~~»'.e!J, -~\l!~.lso ,f~r
contributing [very;generotllily. tOtthe ,expenses Jn\TQ!ve_d.: ,'J:'hr_o:ugh,o_u_t !_i~ has, ~h-9~!1
much ·kindness and"generosity, to ,µs Cro~welliar§,;-;-, a11d_ i11.d~-~d_:!.:!hi~~. it, ~.Fi:~e
.to "say that•.he.him5elf is a,Crol!l...yel_lian'.at 1heart.jJ,.\V<lS ~elig~~ec:!1..t~ ~f~~~-Y-~ t,~~t
one of his sons, Blair, is engaged on serious research into Cron;iw~p_i_a..11 h~.~ory,~t
the Uriiversity; of Dxford,.,~W:e .w~J,i;:~n;e :J:iis pres,e~~$. h<!r~. today . a.s. !!-.i:eP!".C:S~E!.a.ti ve
of•tlie,yciunger:generati~it of·~rorq.~~l)ia,ns:i.>.y, ?:-i.~nit • ,_, "fl,,"' , .•r'r '>~.l•.t> , •.,j
lh•Iiwil! ."tell .you lthe':odd; .s!ory 1Rf ·*1Si~cc~10}:~_..1f})!,.O..;[~XJ!i~ _I: kn~'~ ,it. iN!l~.';1f:i1,l_y
Croniwell 's 1birthplace-,wi.\~; _alre~~)'.4~~r¥,eQ-. l}\'l!~~~J p]~qu~ 1R<;fo_r.e. !h~.•W..~·_.J'}P.s
was· done •before .•I· myself· becaJ?e, ~n tfl~.~Y~l~~~!/}~~.r~g!° ~h-~ ,,Crnmw.eJ! f\:;~9.<;,~a,~1.<?;1
andt1 have·no1doubt·it1was,cai:ried qµt,1,1nde,r,tl}~;1_~mi:_a~g11,9f,Mr._}sa~5..f~q?.t
arid rMr. r:Ri.issell-Smith, ;the doint 'r9~11~.~;h.~! .th.~..i.~?,~i~!iEf!, i~ 1the. ?.~n~~<;z~
.thirties: IDuri11g. the . turmoil of.the-I !l~t 1w.a~rt11f t P!!'!fl:1;1S~9W~P~"»'.: c!!~_app_e~!e~ ~1??
it was oecause. ofits disappe,arartce that Dr,. P,o~l~Yi_PJ;t~fo!:.%a!~,h,_is_ pl~~f~r ~~:'.,It;ig
a so mewhat more elaborate. memorial I to mai:k, Lt.11,e, ~i~~; ~~f$er~~r9;s _tht!_,ol,c;l, P1flq1;1~
was rediscovered, I believe, in a ditch. And thus if rg~y_ 1 n~!ih.:i."..~'Pt!e[!,'.'.~~9_al,s~2r
Royalists 'who :were :respo~sible, for, sP._iritinglaway.,t~e 1Q_lc:!_ pj~q~~·_, 1 " it«mol I
Oliver :Cromwell• once said'.that he was. ~by birth a gentle~a11 Hying ,n_ei~l?..er j_n
any considerable height nor yet in obscurity.',At tl:iat !ime the ;n_ore cii_sti9g1,1_~.h~.d
member ofohis 1family was•his uncle,.Sir Oliver Cromwell;wh0Jived 1in,ttie p~_lace
ofHinchiribrooke.near.•here,fwhere,King James I often J.!Sed to hµn!_s~~~, 1 .T~~
great Oliver was nainedfafter:his uncle ..But-his father was hardly, o~~~~r5!_.~s,~t
·one time·he had•beenimember of.parliament for1Hun_tingdon, just.a_s ~Er P.liv.i_~
Renton is today. rn·11111 il·rL'I ",;,,,,, • /. I(>,, , ~ih ·,," .'
I h r;.,;,H,u,d·•
'· Though today we have learned·thatigenes ,and chromosomes are what m~!~.ll.,S
what we are - and certainly Oliver Cromwell· ha,d n.o reason to be; ~s_h~~~d..-.<:.f
his genes and ·cliromo5omes - I still incline to ~elieve that we enjqyJf!~.!'.d_q~ of
will and are the masters'of.our own'fates.i.Gromwell at any rate th_o~gh!!j]:i._~t,_t]}(!
world had a meaning.arid ·life :had aipurpose. And h~ served his,~01;111~IT1ctQ 1 ~~
best of his ability. I should not be President of the Cromwell Associa_~i<:>n _i(J,d.i,1
not feel sure of that.
: ,-., ...,.,, ,, . , .i,- ;, , .
'". 'h"" .... , ... . ..
. '·'
When I today watch the great flow of busy traffic forcmg·1ts way through
Huntingdon and admire the ?'c,<:H~fl:t raiJ~~y 11 s~J:"Vice p~~yided to the town, I
think to myself that this ha_s.~l"Y~YSJb.~en _a~.JmRg~tant pa};t. of Engl~nd, through
which King James I rode Of!. his way from Edmburgh to London m 1603, four
)'curs after Cromwell was born. Tho!Jgh it is.now.a.valuable pla.ce for,bu~.ines~·and
Industry - and the house outside which~werstand has> be_come~ an')1mportant
mcdic:al research ccntrc','which,is•no;inean 'achievement on,Professor.1Word~11's
purt-lfontiugdon has'ncvcr bcen'tunmindful~ofits great past. lt-h~,carefully
IH'CM1:rv1:<1 the gmrnmnl· school whe.rc Oliver Cromwell ~nd ~amuel Pepy.s ~e~~
Pdut:lllrd 11111.l which iK now the Cromwell Museum. Som this town the.~nc1ent
uwl tho 11111dcm rnucl. l hope tht:it this mal'king of Oliver Cromwell's birthplace.

-

----
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will be another important addition to the attractions of the town, which is the
site of so many wonderful reminders of England's historic past.

Lord Hemingford, Lord Lieutenant of the County of Huntingdon.
Professor Worde~, Your Worship, Ladies and Gentlemen:
We shall all agree that it is indeed appropriate that the Arms of Oliver Cromwell
should be unveiled, here at his birthplace, by his latest successor as Member of
Parliament for Huntingdon. How appropriate also that, but for her illness, this
ceremony would have taken·place in the presence of the Mayor of Huntingdon and
Godmanchester! I hope you will think it appropriate too that the Chairman of
the County Council should be here to express the thanks of the County to the
Cromwell Association and to the Huntingdon Research Centre. The Research
Centre for medical research has done an immense amount for the Borough and
the County, not least by bringing here hundreds of men and women spreading
light and learning.
This, however, .is· a very English occasion; not only because of the weather but
because the ceremony is tinged with that lack of logic which is so English a
characteristic. For H;untingdon was a Royalist borough; and, when the Cromwell
Association, as recently as the beginning of this century offered a statue of Oliver
Cromwell, the offer was declined by the Mayor and Corporation. (My grandmother, who lived at Hemingford Abbots, wanted to see the unveiling of the
statue at St. Ives, but she was a Royalist; so she hired a room at ''The Golden
Lion" and watched it froi;n behind lace curtains.) Now, in Huntingdon, the arms
of one who was unquestionably a traitor to his King (though not to his Country)
are to be unveiled by a former Minister of the Crown who is now a member of
Her Majesty's Privy Council.
Honour is to· be done by Her Majesty's personal representative in this county
to one who was unquestionably a regicide. And others here who are keen Parliamentary voters are most loyal subjects of the Crown.
But Oliver Cromwell's record and character are packed with surprise and
paradox. He was a practical mystic. A selfless and devout servant of God, he was
an opportunist. A superb leader of men - especially in keeping order - he failed
in all his attempts at ',constructive reform. He was a despotic democrat. The
champion of Parliament, he dismissed successive Parliaments as arbitrarily as
Charles I had 'done. Yet his statue stands not only at St. Ives but also in the
grounds of the Palace of Westminster.
His Commonwealth and his system oflocal government by major-generals were
cast aside with relief, within a few months of his death. Yet his most virulent critic
cannot deny his 'lasting impact on the history of Great Britain. No wonder we are
proud of him!

Sh' Duvid Henton, K.B.E., Q.C., J\1ember of Parliament for Huntingdon.
l\lly) l.ord
Lieutenant,
Your V\lorshij)S , Professor \Vorde 11 , Lad·res an d G ent Iemen ·
,
,
. ( liver Cromwell started his public life as one of the two Knights of th SI · .
'.he .olc.I C~ur~ty. of Huntingdon and, as Dr. Ashley and Lord Hem~ngf~;~
'.'··'' t.:. ''.1en.t1.onecl, rt rs because I have been t..1ember for the past
23 years of that
sn_me constituency and still am, that I have been asked to perform this ceremon
ol unverlrng his c~at of arms over the door of his birthplace.
y
It has been pomtecl out by Lord Hemingford that all my constituents are now
!oyal subjects of the Queen an~ for the sake of the record I must remind you that
in 164 7 2 t the encl of the first civil war Cromwell made a three ]10
· h
H
fc
· .
- ur speec h 111
t e
ouse
cl o .ommons 111 which he stressed the need for tl1e 1~11on
n
arc h y. I J1ave never
ma et speech as long as that but Cromwell with his raucous country voice which
must 1ave often resounded in the fields round Huntingdon and his po; 'ers f
obstructwn and opport\lnism soon became a great Parliamen~ary figure, a~cl th~s
was. one of the foundations of the national greatness and power which he later
achieved.

It'.",

j

. The other feature of his life which led to his achieving that national position was
his courage and success as a cavalry leader. He was always in the thick of the fight
and .never lost a battle .. He had .the ability to direct the strategy of a battle while
he hi.mself was fig~tmg m the midst of it, just like a good master of hounds who is
huntmg houn~s hunself seems to know where everyone is and who ever 'one is
and what rs go111g on all round him.
)
. But before C:omwell was. ever a great Parliamentarian or military leader came
~1s life at Hun.tmgclon, havrng been born in this house and brought up here and
or !us .-~clucatwn he had only to stroll for a couple of minutes clown the High
Street. I.hese were the foundations of his greatness and so it is as a son ofH t'
do ti t
h
h'
un 111gn 1a we onour 1s men:ory today and take pride in the fact that one of the
greatest founders of our destmy as a nation was born here
Huntingdon is proud of Cromwell and all that he achieve.cl a 11cl i't i's 'th · I
lb .
.h I
..
.
'
wi pnc e
a ert wit rnm1hty too, that I unveil this coat of arms in his memory.
'

His record refutes those lines of Shakespeare's:

"The evil that men do lives after them,
The good is oft interred. with their bones."
.·,
The evil that he did is now buried, except perhaps in Ireland.: the good he did
lives on. The struggle of the' seventeenth century was between King and People,
between law and order on the one hand and liberty on the other. Today we have
achieved a balance. Today we see liberty as the best nursery of law and order, and
law and order as the surest.safeguard of liberty. We loyal servants of the Crown
can therefore honour CrOnl\Vell and are delighted that his Arms are to be unveiled
·by Sir David Renton. .. ·

l
~

Guests at the unveiling ccremon y of the Crom well Coar of Arms

.

J'hoto: by courtesy of the "Hams PoS1"
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